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Arms of the Canadian Border Services Agency
The CBSA is a federal law enforcement agency that is responsible for border and
immigration enforcement and customs services. It was created in 2003 as an
amalgamation of Canada Customs, enforcement personnel from the Department of
Citizenship and Immigration Canada along with the Canadian Food Inspection
Agency. The armorial bearings depict a gyronny of six, three Azure and three
Argent, which cleverly represents the three former organisations consolidated into
today’s CBSA. The treasure Or symbolises the agency’s focus on protecting
Canada’s security and prosperity, whereas the portcullis and crown are historical
emblems for Her Majesty’s Agents.
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A Green Dragon painted by Clare McCrory

The College of Dracology
for the Study of Fabulous Beasts

Sending two issues together made such a big saving on postage that I have been
advised to make it our regular practice, so in future you will have to wait just a bit
longer between postings. I am sure you will agree. If you are impatient, there is
always our website to look at for those with the necessary equipment.
Saint Christopher was a third-century martyr whose feast day falls on 25th July, but he
is far better known from the legend of the
man with the task of carrying people across a
river who once agreed to take a small child
over on his shoulders but found him getting
heavier and heavier until he was carrying a
fully-grown adult who then revealed himself
as none other than the Christ. The name
Christopher means “Christ bearer” but
whether the name preceded or followed the
legend is not clear. He is now the patron
saint of travellers and features on
innumerable medallions.
The Green Dragon on the cover was painted
by one of Scotland’s most talented heraldic
artists. Clare McCrory studied with Tony
and Margaret Woods at Reigate before taking
up duties at the Lyon Court in Edinburgh,
where one of her tasks was to paint my newly
matriculated quartered arms (right).
ODD STREAK from The Daily Mail, 16 July 2013:
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The Double Tressure No 36, 2013, in an otherwise interesting issue, disappoints us
with a meagre lot of fabulous creatures, just a couple of double-headed Eagles on
page 11, one on a flag and the other, needing a magnifying glass to see, on a shield.
The Heraldic Craftsman No 83, July 2013. though not actually out in time, gave
me a preview by sending proofs, so I could catch the Green Dragon by Clare
McCrory seen on the cover as well as a pair of Golden Griffins guarding the base of
an enormous heraldic family tree painted by Neil Bromley, and a couple of winged
bulls.
CORRESPONDENCE
Gregor Macaulay sent pictures of two Dragons carved in stone on the main frontage
of the University of Otago in Dunedin, the oldest university in New Zealand. They
featured in The New Zealand Armorist, No 126, outshone by Scylla (see No 148).

Cecil HumpherySmith sent this
bookplate for
Thomas Philip Earl
de Grey of Wrest
Park with its
extraordinary
baroque Wyvern
supporters. The
original is in one of
only five complete
copies known of
Vergil Solis
Wappenbuchlein
(1555), in the
British Library.
Cecil has another
which cost him
£135 in 1954, and
for which he was
offered £2000 in
2010.
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JOURNAL SCAN

A NETWORKING DRAGON

Gonfanon Vol 24 No 2, Summer 2013 features the arms
granted to the Canadian Border Services Agency with its
magnificent Griffin supporters (see back page). Also illustrated
is the whole page Letters Patent granting arms, badge, banner
and standard to Joseph Henry Serge Malaison, of which we
show here just the arms, Gyronny Or and Azure a griffin
segreant Ermine holding in its dexter claw a cross-crosslet
fitchy Sable. There is, too, a flattering plug for Dragonlore
with mention of our website.
Heraldry in Canada Vol 47 No 1-2, Year 2013 also has the arms of the Canadian
Border Services Agency, gracing its cover, stating that they were created in 2010 by
Darrel Kennedy, Assiniboine Herald. Inside there is the Melusine in the recently
bowdlerised Starbucks version (right below) and some amusing cartoons by Charles
Doyle, father of the Sherlock Holmes author, several of which feature Unicorns in
various states of sobriety, one rather cheeky example shown below.

The New Zealand Armorist No 127, Winter 2013
(i.e. July) has a drawing by Roger Barnes on the cover
of the Locust of the Apocalypse forcene (right), and
inside he has written a scholarly article on Locusts with
coloured illustrations, which we shall include in the next
issue.
Tak Tent No 60, Summer 2013 (i.e. July) has a tiny
Griffin (on page 20) and no fewer than nine Unicorns,
including an unusual pair supporting the Scottish Royal
Arms in a relaxed manner, in Cranshaws Kirk, high in the
Lammermuir Hills.
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This ‘Dragon of the Wood’ by Derek Kinzett is made of chicken-wire, and was a
birthday card from Annie Robertson. The original was on display in Lacock abbet
Gardens, and the same artist had some more of his work showing at Grange Park near
Alresford, Hants.
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AN INTERESTING ITALIAN ICONOGRAPH

SOME SEASIDE HORRORS

Marc Van de Cruys also sent this picture (above) said to be of a Dragon’s skull
washed up on a beach in Dorset, though the children playing do not seem to be at all
disturbed, while Bernard Juby
sent this truly horrifying example
of sand art (right) which could give
nightmares to sensitive children.
THE BELLE GROVE
DRAGON

Marc Van de Cruys has sent this picture of a strange beast which he believes may be
some form of Mandrake, from the cover of a book, Stemmi e impresedi Casa
Trivulzio (ed. Orsinidemarzo). On the other hand, it may be a man-headed Basilisk.
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Belle Grove Farm, the building
with a Dragon on the chimney that
we featured in No 137 page 6, was
the Best Overall Winner of The
Daily Telegraph Homebuilding and
Renovating Award for 2011 and
featured in their Property section
for 13 July 2013. They are now
looking for new grand designs and
daring dreams, not necessarily
including any dragons.
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